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APKPure is the best place to download Android apps and games for free!Â ./]( regulations-could-make-reddit-a-nice-placeagain/). ~~~ Blackstone4 That's not Reddit, that's a 3rd party site. HN was founded in 2005. You don't just 'take over' a site that
already existed. ~~~ pkj_ That's really not true. Reddit was founded in 2005 as a direct result of Digg's acquisition by
Betaworks, then they changed the name to Digg in 2005. ~~~ Blackstone4 ok fair enough. ------ gexla > HN is also the only
news site in the world where there is a rules and > guidelines page I wonder if HN would use the same criteria to rule other
communities. ------ danenania The fact that I can't remember who the founder of HN is, but I can remember the name of the
founders of every other site, should be an argument for things having been good enough. ------ mattm I wonder what will happen
after the next and "better" version of HN is released. Will that one be allowed to stick around? HN is already slow for me. It
would be nice to have a leaner version of it that doesn't irritate so much. I'm not saying that this is the right way to solve the
problem, just wondering. ~~~ pasbesoin I can't speak for "the new and improved". But the point remains: If HN is to be kept, it
should be off the decline and on the up. If it is the site you are most attached to, then it's the site you should see it at its best,
with your participation in maintaining it. ...I have no reason to believe for a minute that its "golden years" are behind it, but one
can't jump immediately and confidently to its perfection -- that's perhaps too near. I find it painful that HN is dragging the
standing of what others may call "technical" sites. As if its presence is necessary 3e33713323
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